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Flint's Northside Experiences A Lot Transformation  

& Community Block Party Celebration 



As the last few days of summer approaches the task of choosing an amicable public space to host 

a neighborhood event where everyone can relax and share the afternoon together is probably 

simple for most people in Michigan. However, for residents of Flint's Northside a welcomed 

block party has not necessarily been an easy or even feasible idea given the number of 

abandoned homes along with vacated lots. Over the years, the City of Flint has struggled with 

disparaging socio-economic conditions led by inept luminaries who have left the northern 

landscape with few opportunities for the neighborhood to grow. Ultimately, forcing residents to 

live and raise their families in an area filled with numerous distressed vacant lots accompanied 

by boarded up houses previously inhabited by an auto-industrialized population.  

Nevertheless, the story of Flint's Northside is not just one of only bleakness and perpetual 

distress. There has been organizing among Flint's residents to take action against their 

industrially scarred landscape. Organizations such as the Urban Transformation Development 

corporation, led by Quincy Murphy, Salem Housing Community Development corporation, 
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Flint/Genesee Jobs Corps along with Habitat for Humanity have all taken great strides to fight 

back against decaying properties. They have achieved this transformation by fixing up the  

residencies, even building new homes while supplying local workers and local residents with the  

proper resources to help beautify the City of Flint.  


As a another facet to Flint's reviving efforts the 

Flint Public Art Project has been very 

encouraging for those wanting to improve their 

community. The newly formed non-profit has 

done so by organizing parades, promoting art 

installations and hosting block parties within 

the city. Working alongside the Urban Transformation Development Corporation, Flint/Genesee 

Jobs Corps the Flint Public Art Project's staff have helped to produce unique spaces where 

people can once again take pride in their community. And as a way to close out their summer 

season the group decided on hosting a block party with a playground themed art installation as 

the centerpiece. 


Needing to designate a specific lot to transform 

began as a simple bicycle tour in early August of this 

year. Led by Angela Stamps (shown in the middle) 

with local residents and Flint Public Art Project's 

Jerome Chou (shown on the right) together they 
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toured around Flint's Northside to view possible options for their upcoming project. Afterwards, 

those involved held a re-envisioning meeting to finally decide where exactly to build and how to 

proceed with their lot transformation. The people felt it was necessary to have a community 

gathering space promoting participation from all ages. According to Stamps, "it was important to 

have a multi-use as well as a multi-generational" structure for this particular installation. And at 

the same time the community just wanted a safe, unabated place for children along with adults to 

enjoy without the sight of, yet, another abandoned home or vacated lot.  


For starters the property chosen was really nothing more than an unmaintained piece of property. 

Left to collect thrown bottles and emptied cans on an overgrown lawn where used wrappers were 

the only lawn flowers. But besides the current conditions everyone involved knew why they 

wanted to develop the land, but did not know exactly what to build. And the project required 

funding for building materials as well as labor no matter what was decided on with respect to an 

art installation. Despite the unanswered questions locals began clearing the lot of debris, 

manicuring the lawn and gathering even more personnel to help transform the land. While at the 

same time securing funding from the Ruth Mott Foundation along with finding an artist to bring 

the communities vision into fruition. 


Helping the Flint Public Art Project along with Northside residents with a playground themed 

centerpiece was Philadelphia urbanite and founder of Public Workshop, Alex Gilliam (shown on 

the right). His main focus and the Public Workshop's mission are to create installations 

encouraging community participation and community engagement, especially from the K-12 age 
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groups. Furthermore, Gilliam's (shown on the right)  

expertise with children was a dynamic everyone 

involved could not pass up. The kids see Alex 

running through the obstacles explaining how 

much fun it is, then they become excited and want 

to follow his lead almost immediately. It was a 

much needed quality for the project. The only 

missing piece was a team of builders who could interpret Gilliam's perspective with the proper 

materials.  


It was a crew from Flint/Genesee Jobs Corps who were offered the project and happily accepted 

the challenge presented by the Flint Public Art Project. The group was composed of mostly 

18-22 year olds with experiences ranging from 

years of working with Habitat for Humanity to 

first year helpers. When asking the group what 

they liked most about Flint/Genesee Jobs 

Corps and building with the Flint Public Art 

Project they all were drawn to the idea of 

giving back to the City of Flint. While also 

being able to display their creativity by constructing a variety of builds. The team of young 

adults were led by Rejean Houle who enjoyed watching his students learn and solve problems on 

site when constructing the playground. Because for the most part the team was used to working 
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with ninety degree rectangle and square compositions. All standardized building lines being 

either perpendicular or parallel with an occasional forty-five degree angle. When discussing how 

the young builders handled the unique construction challenge Houle mentioned that, "the most 

experienced builders had the most difficult time". Whereas, "the least experienced had the easiest 

time" when working with the non-uniform structures and securing the platforms to withstand 

usage. And after the last bit of paint had been applied the only thing left to do was setup tables 

and finalize a menu. 




Then on a clear skied September day Flint's Northside community came together for an 

afternoon filled with vegetarian dishes, fresh healthy juice demonstrations, an obstacle race for 

all ages and even a DJ playing a mix of electro house, old-school rap, hip-hop, soul and funk. 

Those who were born and raised on the northside were given a chance to share with others where 
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they went to school, the popular hangout spots back in the day and of course casual reminiscing 

about just growing up in Flint. Everyone there felt 

welcomed, no one was worried about crime or 

even said a harsh word. And it was not unusual to 

have a driver honking and waving  as a way to 

show support for those involved with bringing 

something new and positive to their community. 

 


As the day came to an end and as the truck tailgate 

closed securing the last of the block party tables we 

noticed a new group of neighborhood children on the 

scene and how they must have been waiting patiently 

for their turn at the playground once everybody had 

left. While walking to the truck, Alex mentioned how 

all of the stress, the long hours planning and the time spent was completely worth it just seeing 

the kids claiming the sight for their own and enjoying the new playground.  


After all, it will not be long before the leaves begin to change and fall to the ground. And as the 

snow covers the bright orange transformation it will hopefully send a message of how a small 

group of people were able to come together and change their landscape. Completely reshaping a 
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once tattered piece of land into a bright inspirational centerpiece set as a reminder for every 

generation to rethink of how their community could be displayed.  




